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Direct evidence of the spatial ordering of Dy 4f quadrupole and hexadecapole moments in DyB2C2 is
demonstrated by resonant x-ray diffraction enhanced by an electric quadrupole event (E2 resonance! at the Dy
L III absorption edge. The diffraction data show that the structural phase transition atTQ524.7 K is accompa-
nied by a reduction in the symmetry of the Dy site to 2/m, from 4/m, and the spatial ordering of the time-even
Dy multipoles withAg character. BelowTQ the crystal structure is described by the space groupP42 /mnmand
Dy ions occupy sites (4c). The distortion atTQ involves the lattice occupied by B and C ions, and it amounts
to a buckling of B-C planes that are normal to the two-fold rotation axis of 2/m. An immediately plausible
model of low-energy Dy states correlates data on the specific heat, our x-ray diffraction signals, and magnetic
ordering below 15.3 K which has been observed in magnetic neutron diffraction.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.024417 PACS number~s!: 75.25.1z, 75.10.Dg, 78.70.Ck
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that some rare-earth and
tinide compounds have phase transitions due to long-ra
ordering of f-electron multipole~quadrupole or octupole!
moments. The degeneratef electron system in highly sym
metrical crystal fields, where the orbital degree of freed
remains, is somehow lifted at low temperatures. The orde
of such multipole moments sometimes plays an import
role for the physical properties; for example, URu2Si2 and
UPd3 has extremely small magnetic moments; CeB6 has a
complicated magnetic-field temperature phase diagr
However,direct observation of the ordering of multipole mo
ments is not easy. Neutron scattering is not a suitable me
because the electrostatic coupling for neutrons is very we
In contrast, x-ray scattering by electrons is so strong tha
can be an excellent probe for the observation of the mu
pole moment ordering.

There are two possible methods in x-ray scattering exp
ments for the direct observation. One is nonresonant sca
ing and the other is resonant scattering. Arama and Mo
have shown that the conventional Thomson~nonresonant!
scattering is a direct probe for the multipole moment ord
ing by giving the formalism of the scattering for th
multipoles.1 It has been reported that the experiment
NdMg was successful to observe the antiferroquadrup
moment ordering.2 However, the multipole ordering phas
transition may accompany the lattice distortion, according
Neumann’s principle in crystallography, namely, restrictio
on physical properties are imposed by spatial symmetry a
in turn, elements of symmetry can be inferred from loc
0163-1829/2004/69~2!/024417~11!/$22.50 69 0244
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properties. In the other words, once the quadrupole mom
orders in crystals, the local symmetry around thef-electron
ion of interest is driven to lower spatial order to match to t
symmetry of the quadrupolar moment.

Recently, Adachiet al. reported the nonresonant x-ray di
fraction study on DyB2C2.3 They found several forbidden
reflections appear below the anti-ferro-quadrupole~AFQ! or-
dering transition temperature, but the intensities of those
flections cannot be explained quantitatively by the quad
pole moment of the Dy ions. Additional intensity can ari
from a lattice distortion caused by the AFQ ordering tran
tion. A structural phase transition from the room temperat
space-groupP4/mbm to space-groupP42 /mnm, where the
intensities of the Thomson scattering from the lattice dist
tion and those from the quadrupolar moment can overla
the same reflection points, has been proposed by Tan
et al.4 and it is compatible with all the available experimen
data. It is rather difficult to observe the multipole mome
ordering directly by Thomson scattering. However, the co
ventional structural analysis using single crystals in com
nation with maximum entropy method might be useful
separate the contributions of the lattice distortion and
multipole moment.

We employed the resonant x-ray diffraction to observe
multipole moment ordering in DyB2C2 directly. The x-ray
diffraction at an absorption edge in ions, so-called reson
x-ray diffraction~RXD!, provides a useful tool to investigat
a variety of ordered states, such as magnetic, charge, o
bital ordering. The atomic picture of resonance is w
known: an incoming photon promotes a core electron
empty intermediate states, and it returns to the same
©2004 The American Physical Society17-1
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hole emitting a second photon of the same energy as
incoming one. The scattering length carries site-specific
formation on unoccupied~valence! states on and around th
resonant ion. Pioneer RXD has been made on mate
which have a strong anisotropic chemical bonding
Templeton and Templeton.5 Intensity at space-group forbid
den reflections is attributed to the anisotropy of the vale
shell. An important feature of the RXD signal is its depe
dence on the azimuthal angleC ~the rotation of the sample
around the scattering vector!. Variation of the intensity with
changes inC provides information on anisotropy in valenc
states since the intensity as a function ofC is a constant for
spatially isotropic valence states.

While information derived from resonantly enhanced d
fraction is directly about valence states accessed by ph
ejected core electrons, information on other valence st
might be inferred with recourse to a suitable model. N
that the intermediate states probed by the resonance sh
be the same as the states which directly drive the order
Pitfalls in this method are well illustrated in experiments
manganites.6 Data gathered using signal enhancement b
Mn transition of E1 character 1s→p-like states have the
potential to give some information on Mn 3d states but it is
not the simple nor robust process originally proposed.7–10

For the example of immediate interest, DyB2C2 , two
resonant processes in the vicinity of the DyL III absorption
edge have been observed.4,11 One is the dipole transition
(E1) from 2p core shell to 5d valence state and the othe
seems to be the quadrupole (E2) transition from 2p to 4f
valence shell. The 5d valence state can hybridize with th
outer electrons of the surrounding atoms. Hence, exp
ments using the dipole transition, in which we might obse
the lattice distortion caused by the multipole moment ord
ing, are not unambiguous or a direct observation. Obviou
it is important to observe theE2 transition for adirect ob-
servation of 4f multipole ordering motifs.

In this paper, we report a comprehensive study of
fascinating tetragonal rare-earth compound DyB2C2 ~dyspro-
sium borocarbide! including direct and unambiguous ev
dence of the spatial ordering of Dy 4f quadrupole and hexa
decapole moments, by looking at the 4f valence shell with
the RXD atE2 transition of the DyL III absorption edge. The
work includes a full discussion of contributions to diffractio
signals, at space-group forbidden reflections, obtained
nonresonant and resonant scattering. Azimuthal angle s
completed in resonance conditions are analyzed in term
E1 andE2 events. Results from the analysis infer the lo
energy properties of Dy ions, including the ground-st
wave function.

The phase diagram of DyB2C2 includes a structural phas
transition atTQ524.7 K and a magnetic phase transition
TC515.3 K. In the magnetically ordered phase, two neig
boring Dy magnetic moments along thec axis are mutually
perpendicular, two neighboring moments in the basal pl
normal to thec axis are almost oppositely aligned, and all t
Dy moments are parallel to the basal plane. Much of
interest in DyB2C2 has focused on the structural phase tra
sition following a seminal investigation which proposed
antiferro-ordering of Dy quadrupoles^Qab& in an interpreta-
02441
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tion of specific heat, magnetization, and neutron diffract
on a single crystal.12 ~Here,a andb label orthogonal Carte-
sian axes with thez axis chosen parallel to the crystalc axis.!

The discovery4 that the structural phase transition reduc
the symmetry to # 136 (P42 /mnm), from the room tem-
perature space-group # 127 (P4/mbm) gives essential infor-
mation for the quadrupole moment ordering. The change
symmetry is accompanied by doubling the unit cell along
c axis, and most importantly, a reduction of the point gro
of the Dy ion site from 4/m to 2/m. The quadrupole momen
is not allowed in the local symmetry 4/m, but in 2/m due to
Neumann’s principle. The quadrupole components^Qxy& and
^Qxx2Qyy& have the following relations according to th
space-group 136. For neighboring Dy ions along thec-axis
these two components are equal in magnitude and oppo
in sign, and in the basal plane normal to thec axis neighbor-
ing ions along the@110#-axis have^Qxy& of one sign and
^Qxx2Qyy& of opposite sign. The complicated magne
structure is reasonably explained in accord to the spa
group 136. The structural phase transition which transfor
space-group 127 to space-group 136 is allowed to be c
tinuous either by Landau theory or by renormalization-gro
theory, and available experimental data appear to be con
tent with this assignment.

The description of the distorted structure belowTQ,
which is given here in terms of space-group 136 toget
with an ordering of 4f quadrupole moments, is disputed b
Matsumuraet al.13, on the grounds that the space-group a
pears to allow strong nonresonant~Thomson! reflections that
are not observed. However, the intensity estimates quote
Matsumuraet al. for reflections (h h l) with l a half-integer
arise from questionable assumptions. First, a 10% displa
ment at the phase transition in B and C positions and s
ondly, a uniform sign of the displacements whereas m
realistic displacements are likely to be less than 1% in m
nitude ~on passing throughTQ crystals of DyB2C2 do not
shatter which is what might be anticipated from a 10% d
placement! and B and C displacements of opposite sign ha
to be considered. Taking both these factors into account
matically reduces calculated intensities and, most imp
tantly, revised values are in accord with recent observati
by Adachi et al.3 Furthermore, the distorted structure pr
posed by Matsumuraet al., which invokes a periodic dis-
placement of Dy ions, is found to be consistent with Dy io
at sites (4e) in space-group 128 (P4/mnc). In this space-
group the reflections (h h l) with l half-integer observed by
Adachi et al. are forbidden, whereas they are allowed
space-group 136.~The lattice constant alongc axis in both
space-groups is twice of that in space-group 127.! Addition-
ally, the space-group 128 (P4/mnc) will not support nonzero
off-diagonal quadruple moments, e.g.,^Qxy& and ^Qxx
2Qyy&, because Dy sites (4e) in space-group 128 haveC4
symmetry. In consequence, a periodic displacement of
ions does not fulfill the necessary condition for ordered
quadrupoles.

In the present analysis of resonant x-ray Bragg diffract
the mutipoles are mean values of atomic spherical ten
operators. The operators are specified and mean va
equivalent to a time average, may be obtained from part
7-2
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QUADRUPOLE AND HEXADECAPOLE ORDERING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 024417 ~2004!
lar models. For example, the time-odd atomic tensor of lo
est order is of rank one. It is proportional to the magne
moment, which might be derived from a Heisenberg mo
of the Dy spin moments. In more intricate systems the
propriate models can involve interactions of multipoles
rank higher than one. Such is thought to be the case
CeB6.14 Saturation values of multipoles can be derived fro
the ground-state wave function, just as one derives the s
ration magnetic momentm05g^J& by calculating the mean
value of the angular momentum operatorJ.

Most previous interpretations of resonant x-ray Bragg d
fraction have borrowed standard Cartesian tensor alg
from crystal physics.15 The tensors are restricted by poin
group symmetry. For example, electric quadrupole (E2)
scattering events are represented by 81 variables; monoc
symmetry restricts these to no more than 13 independ
variables, and cubic symmetry restricts them to no more t
3 variables. A linear combination of spherical tensors, t
are used in the present work, represents a Cartesian tens
which point-group symmetry places restrictions on the co
ficients in the expansion.

II. SCATTERING LENGTH

The x-ray scattering lengthf developed in a power serie
in t5E/mec

2 at the first level of approximation, contain
diffraction from spin magnetic moments that add to Tho
son scattering. We denote byFs(k) and Fc(k) the structure
factors for spin and Thomson scattering, where the scatte
wave vectork5q2q8. The polarization dependences of sp
and Thomson scattering are given by«83« and «8•«, re-
spectively, where«8 and « are the secondary and prima
polarization vectors~here they are taken to be purely rea
and the average value of«83« in the limit of forward scat-
tering is proportional to the helicity of the x-ray beam!. Ad-
ditionally, at the first level of approximation int the scatter-
ing length contains energy dependent terms that can enh
the diffraction signal by a resonance event. Scattering
caused by matrix elements of the current operator,

J~q!5(
j

~pj1 i\sj3q!exp~ iq•Rj !, ~2.1!

wherepj , Rj , andsj , respectively, are the operators for th
momentum, position and spin of the electron labeledj.

An appropriate expression for the scattering length,
units of the classical radius of the electron, is

f 52H «8•«Fc~k!2 i t~«83«!•Fs~k!

1
1

me
(
ab

(
h

«a8«bF Wh
ab~q,q8!

E2Dh1
i

2
Gh

2
Wh

ab~2q,2q8!*

E1Dh G J . ~2.2!

In this expression, intermediate states of the resonant ion
labeled byh and the current matrix element is denoted b
02441
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ab~q,q8!5^$Ja~2q8!uh&^huJb~q!%&, ~2.3!

where angular brackets denote the mean value of the
closed quantity. In the limit of a high x-ray energy, well cle
of resonance energiesDh , current operators contribute tof
scattering by orbital and spin magnetic moments, and
spin adds to the contribution shown explicitly in Eq.~2.2!.
Another extreme limit off as a function of primary x-ray
energyE is obtained by matchingE to a resonance energy
With suitable values ofGh andWh

ab , the limit E5Dh pro-
duces a term which dominates all other contributions tof.
The matrix elementsWh

ab(q,q8) are usually developed in
powers ofq and q8 and successive terms describe elect
dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2), and magnetic dipole
events. All the evidence from resonantly enhanced diffr
tion has been interpreted in terms of electric events, for m
netic events are typically a factor 1/137 smaller. At interm
diate energies, excluding the two extreme cases alre
discussed, scattering will usually be determined by the
expression forf given in Eq.~2.2!, which is itself correct at
the first level int5E/mec

2. Recent discussions16 of diffrac-
tion by NiO in the vicinity of the NiK edge17 use an incor-
rect expressions for the scattering length, in which the pur
magnetic contribution is different from the one shown in E
~2.2! and proportional toFs(k).

III. STRUCTURE FACTORS

Structure factors for Dy ions contributing to Thomson d
fraction and resonantly enhanced diffraction at space-gr
forbidden reflections are conveniently constructed w
atomic spherical tensors^Tq

(K)&. Here,K is a positive integer
that labels the tensor rank,2K<q<K, and angular brackets
denote a mean value of the enclosed operator. In the cas
DyB2C2, the chemical and magnetic structures restrictK
1q to even integers, and odd-rank tensors always vanis
the absence of an applied magnetic field or magnetic lo
range order. The maximumK for Thomson diffraction isK
56, while E1 (E2) resonance events are described by t
sors of ranksK50, 1 and 2 (0,1, . . .,4).

A basic quantityCq
(K) is the linear combination of the fou

Dy ion tensors with relative signs fixed by the Bragg con
tion (h k l). Following the development provided by Love
sey and Knight18 one finds the following:

~a! h1k odd andl 5n/2,

Cq
(K)5 f 12 f 22 f 31 f 45~12vq!~^Tq

(K)&2vq^T2q
(K)&!,

~3.1!

with vq5exp(ipq/2).
~b! h1k even andl 5n/2,

Cq
(K)5 f 11 f 22 f 32 f 45~12vq!~^Tq

(K)&1vq^T2q
(K)&!.

~3.2!

A necessary condition for diffraction isvqÞ11. Here, Dy
atoms labeled by 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Fig. 1.
7-3
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For Thomson diffraction and resonant diffraction by pa
magnetic ions (T.TC) K is an even integer, and allowedq
50,62,64,66. However, a necessary conditionvq521
restrictsq to 62,66. The componentq50 is absent be-
cause we consider space-group forbidden reflections.

Thomson diffraction at these Bragg reflections arises fr
spatial anisotropy in the 4f valence shell.14 We find,

(a8)

Fc}~ k̂a
22 k̂b

2!$^ j 2&^Qaa2Qbb&1•••%, ~3.3!

wherek̂5k/k}(h k l), ^Qab& are components of the Dy 4f
quadrupole derived as indicated Eq.~3.11! from ^Tq

(2)&c , and
^ j m& are spherical Bessel function transforms of the 4f radial
distribution. Dots in Eq.~3.3! stand for terms that contai
Rê T2

(4)&c , Rê T2
(6)&c , and RêT6

(6)&c .
(b8) The second case of interest is

Fc} k̂ak̂b$^ j 2&^Qab&1•••%, ~3.4!

and the admitted term contain the imaginary parts of^T2
(4)&c ,

^T2
(6)&c , and^T6

(6)&c .
Contributions from B and C ions to the Thomson diffra

tion in question are related to their fractional displacemend
along thec axis which accompany the structural phase tr
sition atTQ. Theh,k,l dependence of each contribution i

FIG. 1. The upper panel illustrates the sites of Dy (4c), B (8j ),
and C (8j ) atoms in the unit cell of space-groupP42 /mnm ~136!.
Black spheres, white ones, ones with arrows represent B, C, an
atoms, respectively. The lower shows the network of B and C at
at z.1/4 and the Dy plane atz50. Arrows show the magnetic
configuration of Dy ions belowTC .
02441
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sin~p l !sin~2p ld!sinFp2 $h1k~124x!%G
3sinFp2 $k2h~124x!%G . ~3.5!

The available experimental data3 suggestsudu;1/1000 and
d s for B and C are of opposite sign.

The resonant enhancement can be interpreted in term
the coherent sum of two oscillators forE1 andE2 transi-
tions, which is shown in Sec. V. Following Eq.~2.2!, each
oscillator is defined by a resonance energyD and a widthG,
and the corresponding scattering length is,

f mn5
Fmn

(E1)~hkl!

E2D11
i

2
G1

1r
Fmn

(E2)~hkl!

E2D21
i

2
G2

. ~3.6!

In this expressionm andn label the secondary and primar
polarizations, respectively,r is the mixing parameter, and
Fmn

(E1)(hkl) and Fmn
(E2)(hkl) are the structure factors forE1

and E2 enhanced diffraction, expressed in terms of me
values of atomic tensors denoted by^Tq

(K)&.
Scattering enhanced by anE1 event at (0 0l ) reflections

contains onlŷ Tq
(2)&. One finds the following:

Fs8s
(E1)

~0 0 l !54 sin~2C!Im^T12
(2)&d , ~3.7!

Fp8s
(E1)

~0 0 l !524 sinu cos~2C!Im^T12
(2)&d . ~3.8!

In these expressions we have added a subscriptd to atomic
tensors to indicate that absorption at the 2p edge and anE1
event leads to a sensitivity tod-like, presumably strongly 5d,
valence states. The dependences ofE1 structure factors on
the azimuthal angleC and the Bragg angleu are consistent
with results reported by Tanakaet al.4

Results18 of the structure factors for anE2 event are

Fs8s
(E2)

~0 0 l !5sin2u sin~2C!Im^3A2T12
(2)2A11T12

(4)&,
~3.9!

Fp8s
(E2)

~0 0 l !52sinu cos~2C!Im^3A2T12
(2)~324 sin2u!

1 1
2 A11T12

(4)~11sin2u!&. ~3.10!

The structure factors are linear combinations of the ima
nary parts of^T12

(2)& and ^T12
(4)&, and these atomic tensor

describe properties of the Dy 4f valence shell. We note tha

^T12
(2)&5

1

A6
^Txx

(2)2Tyy
(2)12iTxy

(2)&}^Qaa2Qbb12iQab&,

~3.11!

where the Cartesian tensorŝTab
(2)& are purely real.

Fmn
(2)(0 0 l ) contains a component of the quadrupole mom

^Txy
(2)&}^Qxy& and that of the hexadecapole Im^T12

(4)&, and all
contributions transform according to the representationAg of
2/m.

Dy
s

7-4
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Two series of resonant x-ray diffraction~RXD! experi-
ments, from which preliminary data have been reporte4

were carried out at the bending magnet beam line 4C in
Photon Factory~PF!, KEK, Japan. One further RXD exper
ment with a polarization analyzer at the ID20 magnetic sc
tering undulator beam line19 in the European Synchrotro
Radiation Facility~ESRF!, France, was performed. The com
ponents of optics in both facilities were almost the same
Si ~111! double-crystal monochromator followed by a focu
ing bent cylindrical mirror to cut higher harmonic x-rays w
used in PF, while a Si~111! double-crystal monochromato
located between two focusing mirrors was used in ES
The incident x-rays of a high degree of linears polarization
having its energy in the vicinity of the DyL III absorption
edge were used. The energy resolution in the experimen
PF and that at ESRF was;2.3 eV and;1.6 eV, respec-
tively. In addition, a highly oriented pyrolytic graphit
~HOPG! crystal analyzer to separate thes8, andp8 compo-
nents of the x-ray beam diffracted by the sample was use
the experiment in ESRF. The scattering angle 90.77° (2u) at
HOPG ~006! reflection for the DyL III absorption edge
where the ratio of the intensity in thep8-s channel to that in
the s8-s channel at DyB2C2 Bragg ~002! reflection is 1
31023, gives almost perfect polarization analysis.20

The samples were prepared with highly pure Dy~99.9%!,
B ~99.8%!, and C~99.999%!. First, compounds were synthe
sized by the conventional argon arc technique, and th
single crystals of DyB2C2 were grown by the Czochralsk
method using a tri-arc furnace. The crystals were chec
with powder x-ray diffraction, of which patterns showed th
the compounds had a single phase. The mosaic spread o
single crystal used for this work in ESRF was about 0.07°
FWHM within an area of 130.8 mm2. The slit aperture was
limited to 0.0530.05 mm2 in size. The sample in size o
about 333.530.6 mm3 was mounted with bees-wax in
closed cycle4He refrigerator, and was aligned so that thec
axis, which is perpendicular to a cleavage plane, was alm
parallel to thef axis of the six-axis diffractometer to pe
form azimuthal angle scans around the scattering vector

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have observed forbidden reflections of (0 0l ) with l
5n/2 and n51,3,5, and~1, 0, 1/2!. In the following sec-
tions, we show the energy dependence, azimuthal angle
pendence, and temperature dependence of the intensiti
the forbidden reflections.

A. Energy dependence

Figure 2 shows the energy dependence of the intens
of the ~0 0 3/2!, ~0 0 5/2!, and~1 0 1/2! reflections together
with the ~0 0 2! Bragg reflection. The azimuthal-angleC is
defined by the angle between thea axis and the scattering
plane ~the plane which includes the wave vectorq of the
incident beam and the wave vectorq8 of the diffracted
beam!.
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The results are summarized as follows.~i! The intensity of
the ~1 0 1/2! reflection has a similar energy dependence
that of the~0 0 2! Bragg reflection as shown in~e!. ~ii ! There
are two clear resonant signals observed at 7.790 keV
7.780 keV as shown in panel~a! and~c!: ~a! the intensity of
the reflection~0 0 3/2! reflection for thep82s channel mea-
sured at azimuthal angleC510, ~c! the integrated intensity
of the ~0 0 5/2! reflection measured atC50 with no polar-
ization analysis. The position of the maximum intensity
7.790 keV corresponds to that of the minimum of the inte
sity of ~0 0 2! Bragg and~1 0 1/2! forbidden reflections.~iii !
At C545, only one resonant enhancement is observed
shown in~d!. ~iv! A shift of the polarization in the resonan
diffraction is observed in the intensity of~0 0 3/2! reflection
at C510 as shown in~a! and~b!. ~v! Two peaks in Fig. 2~a!
at 7.790 keV and at 7.780 keV can be fit by Lorentz fun
tions having an 4.2-eV half width at half maximum
~HWHM!, and a 2.3-eV HWHM, respectively.

B. Azimuthal angle dependence

The azimuthal angle dependence has been measured
polarization analysis at the ESRF. As described in Sec. I,

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of~a! the intensity of the~0 0 3/2!
reflection atC510 for thep82s channel,~b! that for thes82s
channel,~c! the integrated intensity inv scans of the~0 0 5/2! at
C50, and ~d! that at C545, and~e! intensity of the~1 0 1/2!
together with that of the~0 0 2! Bragg reflection. All intensities are
normalized by the monitor counts. Here,~a! and~b! were measured
at the ESRF with an energy resolution;1.6 eV at 17 K with po-
larization analysis, and~c!, ~d!, and~e! were measured in PF with a
resolution;2.3 eV at 17 K without any polarization analysis.
7-5
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YOSHIKAZU TANAKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 024417 ~2004!
important to do the experiment at the energy ofE2 transition
in terms ofdirect observation of AFQ moment ordering, an
we therefore measured azimuthal angle dependence at
energy positions, 7.790 keV and 7.780 keV. Figure 3 sho
the azimuthal angle dependence of the integrated intens
in v scans measured at three reflections,~0 0 1/2!, ~0 0 3/2!,
and ~0 0 5/2!.

The results are summarized as follows.~i! Each azimuthal
angle scan hasp/2 period.~ii ! The intensities in two polar-
ization channelsp82s and s82s are antiphase.~iii ! The
ratio of the intensity for thep82s channel to that for the
s82s channel differs for the indices of the reflections a
for resonant energies.

Finally, we point out that the intensities shown in Fig.
are consistent with the results of the azimuthal angle sc
Panel~c! in Fig. 2 is compared with the top two panels
Fig. 3, where the intensity in thep82s channel~circles! is
dominant atC50 at two energies~7.790 and 7.780 keV!.
Similarly, panel~d! in Fig. 2 is compared with the top two
panels in Fig. 3, where the intensity in thes82s channel
~triangles! is dominant atC545 at both energies. It is con
cluded that panels~c! and~d! in Fig. 2 show the intensity in
the p82s and thes82s channels, respectively.@Note that
~c! and~d! were measured without any polarization analys#
Panels~a! and ~b! in Fig. 2 are also consistent with th
middle two panels in Fig. 3. The intensity in thep82s
channel is dominant at both energies whenC510.

Here, it is important to note that no obvious enhanc
signals in thes82s channel is observed at 7.780 keV
shown in Fig. 2.@See panel~b! and~d!. The intensity shown
in panel~c! is attributed to thep82s channel as explained

FIG. 3. Change of the integrated intensities with the rotation
sample around the reflection vectors,~0 0 1/2!, ~0 0 3/2!, and~0 0
5/2! at ~a! 7.790 keV and at~b! 7.780 keV. Azimuthal angleC is
defined by the angle between thea axis and the scattering plane
Circles ~triangles! represent the signal through thep82s (s8
2s) channel. The full curves and broken curves are squared s
soidal functions which are fit to each of the data.
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above.# Therefore the intensity for thes82s channel mea-
sured at 7.780 keV shown in panel~b! in Fig. 3 seems to be
attributed to the tail of the enhancement at 7.790 keV.

We discuss this matter together with the ratios of the
tensity in the two channels in Sec. VI, where we give a cl
evidence that the resonant enhancement at 7.780 keV is
to theE2 transition from 2p to 4f valence shell.

C. Temperature dependence

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the i
grated intensity of the reflections at~0 0 3/2! and ~1 0 1/2!
measured with the incident x rays ofE57.790 keV in PF.
The intensities of two reflections increase as temperature
creases belowTQ525 K, obviously indicating that two re-
flections are caused by the transition atTQ, which has been
observed in the specific heat measurement.12 The small in-
tensity above 25 K is attributed to higher harmonic comp
nents of the incident x rays. It seems that the intensity of
reflection~0 0 3/2! has a step around 15 K (;TC). Further
increase in the intensity belowTC can be attributed to mag
netic resonant scattering. A detailed discussion on the o
of quadrupole ordering in DyB2C2 has been given
elsewhere.21

VI. DISCUSSION

Although the crystal symmetry belowTQ and configura-
tion of the AFQ moments has been described in the previ
paper.4, we give more detail discussions in the followin
three sections. Finally we give discussions of quadrupole
hexadecapole moment ordering.

A. Space group

Let us start by considering data collected ath1k odd and
l 5n/2 with n equal to an odd integer. Data in Fig. 2~e!
demonstrate that the forbidden~1 0 1/2! and allowed~0 0 2!
reflections have essentially the same dependence on en
and minimum intensity occurs atE57.790 keV. ~Here we
refer to extinction rules for the room temperature crys
structureP4/mbm.! Diffraction signals are strongly influ-
enced by absorption at theL III edge. Consequently, this re

f

u-

FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of the integrated inten
of the peaks of the~0 0 3/2! and ~1 0 1/2! reflections. Lines are
drawn only to guide the eye.
7-6
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QUADRUPOLE AND HEXADECAPOLE ORDERING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 024417 ~2004!
flection includes Thomson scattering observed in usual
fraction experiments performed at energies far above ato
resonances. Further, the intensity of the~1 0 1/2! reflection
increases as temperature decreases belowTQ as well as that
of the ~0 0 3/2! reflection as shown in Fig. 4. This findin
implies that a structural phase transition accompanies an
dering of Dy multipoles.~As we discuss later the reflection
(0 0 l ) with l a half-integer arise from quadrupole and hex
decapole moment ordering.!

These facts, however, are not enough to conclude th
structural phase transition accompanies the transition atTQ,
because the spatial anisotropy in the Dy 4f valence shell in
the ordered state can also contribute to the intensity of th~1
0 1/2! reflection as described in Eq.~3.3! in Sec. III. We
show two more strong reasons why we conclude that a st
tural phase transition arises atTQ. If the space-group 127
(P4/mbm) remains in the AFQ ordering state, the poin
group symmetry of Dy sites is 4/m which allowsq50,64,
and according to Eq.~3.2! both these values give null inten
sity at (0 0l ) with l half-integer. This result conflicts with
our observations. The second reason is about the intens
of reflections of (h 0 l ) and (h h l) with l half-integer mea-
sured in the nonresonant regime observed by Adachiet al.3

As they discussed, the intensities are one or two order
magnitude larger than the value expected for Dy quadrup
moment. Consequently, we conclude that a lattice distor
accompanies with the transition atTQ. Which space-group
matches all the results on the ordered state in DyB2C2? The
necessary conditions are~i! the lattice constant along thec
axis is twice of that aboveTQ (c852c), ~ii ! the local sym-
metry of Dy ions is not four but two-fold symmetry. Onl
space-group 136 (P42 /mnm) satisfies the above condition
As described in Sec. I, space-group 128 (P4/mnc), which
Matsumuraet al.13 have suggested, does not fulfill conditio
~ii !, and additionally, the extinction rule for reflection
(h h l) with l half-integer.

The local symmetry of Dy ions in space-group 136, whe
the point-group symmetry of Dy sites (4c) is 2/m, which
allows q50,62, is capable of producing both (0 0l ) and
(h 0 l ) reflections withh odd andl half-integer according to
Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.2!. Moreover, inspection of the Thomso
structure factors recorded in the Sec. III shows that there
contributions at (1 0l ) from anisotropy in the Dy 4f shell,
and the B and C ions displaced from the room tempera
structure. Note that the Dy, B, and C contributions to the~1
0 1/2! reflection all originate from the lattice distortion th
sets in atTQ; the Dy contribution comes from the reductio
in site symmetry to 2/m from 4/m, and contributions from B
and C come from their displacements along thec axis.

B. Multipole ordering motif

Figure 5 shows a structural model of the AFQ ordering
space-group 136 belowTQ. It is important to note that we
can deduce the configuration of Dy multipole momen
which reflect the local atomic structure, by taking account
space-group symmetry operations and that we do not nee
refer the magnetic structure belowTC.
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Ion 1 and its neighboring ions along thec axis are related
by a rotation of p/2. A similar identity holds for ions
2 and its neighboring ions along thec axis. The ions 1
and 2 are related by reflection in a mirror plane. Th
configuration provides the relations of the atomic tens
for ions 1, 2, 3, and 4 ~labels are given in
Fig. 1!: ^Tq

(K)(3)&5exp(iqp/2)^Tq
(K)(1)& and ^Tq

(K)(2)&
5exp(iqp/2)^T2q

(K)(1)&. The structure factors for the forbid
den reflections in Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.2! are given with these
relations. This configuration of Dy multipoles, of cours
matches the magnetic structure shown in Fig. 1.

We summarize the correlation between the multipole m
ments and the lattice distortions. The correlation should
cord with Neumann’s principle, which is introduced in Se
I. Considering the~1 0 1/2! reflection leads us to conclud
that the space group belowTQ is 136 (P42 /mnm), where
the point-group symmetry of Dy ions is 2/m, which allows
q50,62. This local symmetry supports nonzero of
diagonal quadrupolêQxy& and ^Qxx2Qyy& where the Car-
tesian axesx and y lie in the plane normal to the crystalc
axis and the axis of two-fold rotation symmetry in 2/m. Fur-
thermore, the correlation is kept during the transition
shown in the temperature dependence~Fig. 4! of the inte-
grated intensity of the reflections at~0 0 3/2! and ~1 0 1/2!,
which indicates that the structural phase transition wh
transforms space-group 127 to space-group 136 is cont
ous, and that the AFQ ordering transition appears simu
neously.

C. Ordering of quadrupole and hexadecapole moments

Turning next to reflections withh1k even, our Thomson
structure factors for Dy, B, and C are zero ath5k50. In
consequence, the resonantly enhanced signals ath5k50

FIG. 5. A diagram of AFQ ordering in space-group 136. T
plane of Dy ions (4c) with the anisotropic electron clouds atz
50 and the plane of B (8j ) and C (8j ) network~only B atoms are
shown for convenience! at z.1/4 are illustrated. Dark~light! B
atoms are slightly below~above! the z51/4 plane. Herez is repre-
sented on a scale of the lattice constant of thec axis of space-group
136. A unit cell is shown by thick lines. Mirror planes marked b
letters ‘‘m’’ are shown by thin lines.
7-7
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YOSHIKAZU TANAKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 024417 ~2004!
and at~1 0 1/2!, displayed in Fig. 2, are profoundly differen
There are two clear resonant signals, as shown in pane~a!
and~c! of Fig. 2. The resonant enhancement at 7.790 keV
attributed to the electric dipole transition 2p3/2 to 5d (E1)
because the maximum locates at the same position of
minimum of ~0 0 2! Bragg reflection due to theL III absorp-
tion. The enhancement at 7.780 keV, which has narro
width, is attributed to the electric quadrupole transition 2p3/2
to 4f (E2) for the following reasons.

We discuss the intensities observed as a function of
azimuthal angleC with a help of the theoretical predictio
shown by Eqs.~3.7!–~3.10!. The data for azimuthal angl
scans at (0 0l ) with l 51/2, 3/2, and 5/2 are shown in Fig. 3
separately for thep82s ~rotated! and thes82s ~unrotated!
channels of scattering. The right~left! panel in Fig. 3 is de-
rived from intensity atE57.780 keV~7.790 keV!. Ratios of
the intensity in the p82s and the s82s channels
(I p8s /I s8s) for both resonant energies are summarized
Table I. Hereu is the Bragg angle for each reflection, andr 8
is the mixing parameter which is defined in Eq.~6.4!. The
absorption effect is neglected because it does not ma
when comparing values of the parameter among like refl
tions.

Eqs.~3.7! and~3.8! for Fp8s
(E1)(0 0 l ) andFs8s

(E1)(0 0 l ) pre-
dict that the ratio of the intensity in theE1 rotated channel to
that in the unrotated one is proportional to sin2u. Our data
~the ratios at 7.790 keV! for three reflections are in tota
agreement with this prediction. Hence, this fact leads us
conclude that the resonant enhancement at 7.790 keV is
to the E1 transition and that the azimuthal dependen
shows the ordering of the quadrupole moment (Im^T12

(2)&d

Þ0) of the 5d valence state.
However, we cannot directly discuss the multipole m

ment ordering of Dy 4f valence shell at this resonant ener
(E1) because the 5d state of Dy ions can be hybridized wit
the outer electrons of the surrounding B and C atoms.
cently, Igarashiet al.22 calculated the intensity observed
the E1 transition by treating the 5d state as a band and th
4 f valence state as localized, and showed that the contr
tion of the charge anisotropy of the 4f state to the quadru
pole moment of the 5d state through the 5d-4 f Coulomb
interaction is much smaller than that of the lattice distort
of B and C atoms through the hybridization with the 2p, 3s
states of B and C atoms.

As described in Sec. I, the intermediate states probed
the resonance need to be the same as the states whic
rectly drive the ordering. In other words, we can show
direct evidence of multipole moment ordering of the Dyf

TABLE I. The ratio (I p8s /I s8s) of intensity in thep82s and
the s82s channels obtained by fitting with sin22C. The last col-
umn records the value of the mixing parameter.

Reflection sin2u 7.790 keV (E1) 7.780 keV (E2) r 8

0 0 5/2 0.315 0.278 1.73 1.060
0 0 3/2 0.113 0.083 1.04 1.059
0 0 1/2 0.013 0.011 0.14 1.053
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valence shell only by the resonant enhancement by anE2
event and the azimuthal angle dependence of the reflect
at this energy.

Let us discuss the possibility of theE2 resonance (2p
→4 f ) scattering at 7.780 keV. The ratios for 7.780 keV ha
completely different dependence on the reflection indic
which indicates that the enhancement at 7.780 keV canno
attributed to theE1 transition. Note that the scattering leng
of the general resonant scattering theory up to electric qu
rupole transition includes dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupo
hybridization and quadrupole-quadrupole terms. The fi
term corresponds to theE1 transition as described abov
The second term vanishes in the presence of inversion s
metry which applies to Dy ions in the space-group to 13
Hence, only pure quadrupole (E2) events are taken into ac
count for the enhancement at 7.780 keV.

We need to employ Eq.~3.6! and a mixing parameter fo
a precise discussion because the two resonantly enha
signals are not separated in energy as shown in Fig. 2.
tail of the lower-energy side of the enhanced signals at 7.
keV overlaps the peak of the enhancement of 7.780 k
lightly because of the broad energy width. This fact sugge
that, the integrated intensity of the azimuthal angle scan
thes82s channel at 7.780 keV may be attributed to the t
of the enhanced signals at 7.790 keV described in Sec.

The structure factor at 7.780 keV is found by puttingE
5D2,

u f mnu25U Fmn
(E1)

D22D11
i

2
G1

2r
2i

G2
Fmn

(E2)U2

, ~6.1!

whereD257.780 keV andD157.790 keV.
Using Eqs.~3.7!–~3.10! gives the structure factor for eac

channel,

u f s8su2

A
511r 82sin4u~12p!222r 8B sin2u~12p!.

~6.2!

u f p8su2

A
5sin2u@11r 82C222r 8BC#, ~6.3!

where

A516$Im^T12
(2)&d%

2H D21S G1

2 D 2J 21

,

B5

1

2
G1

H D21S 1

2
G1D 2J 1/2,

C5~324 sin2u!1
p

2
~11sin2u!,

D5D22D1 .
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QUADRUPOLE AND HEXADECAPOLE ORDERING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 024417 ~2004!
Here we employ the prediction that the dependence ofE1
andE2 events on the azimuthal angleC is the same. There
are two parameters, one is the mixing parameterr 8, and the
other isp[A11̂ T2

(4)&9/3A2^T2
(2)&9, andr 8 is defined as

r 8[2r
H D21S 1

2
G1D 2J 1/2

1

2
G2

•

Im3A2^T12
(2)&

4Im^T12
(2)&d

. ~6.4!

The ratio of Eqs.~6.2! and ~6.3! and the experimenta
values ofI p8s /I s8s in Table I give three equations with tw
parameters. In principle, a pair of the equations among th
can be solved. By puttingD510 eV and G1/254.2 eV,
equations for~0 0 5/2! and ~0 0 3/2! reflections giver 8
51.05 andp51.025, and those for~0 0 5/2! and ~0 0 1/2!
reflections giver 851.03 andp51.12, and those for~0 0
3/2! and~0 0 1/2! reflections giver 850.94 andp51.77. It is
found that these equations giver 8;1 andp;1 except of the
last value ofp.

One striking feature of our data in Fig. 2 is the absence
panels~b! and ~d! of enhanced signals atE57.780 keV. As
mentioned in Sec. V, taking account of data for azimut
angle scans in Fig. 3 leads us to conclude that there is
obvious enhancement in thes82s channel at 7.780 keV
This is explained by a cancellation of the quadrupole a
hexadecapole contributions toFs8s

(E2)(00l ) achieved when
Im$3A2^T2

(2)&2A11̂ T2
(4)&%;0 or p;1. The result of the

above calculations for the two parameters, particularly fop,
is in excellent agreement with the experimental data
served in the energy dependence.

Conversely, the above analysis of the data of the a
muthal angle scans with the theoretical prediction for theE2
resonance predicts that the lack of resonant enhanceme
the s82s channel at theE2 transition energy. This predic
tion for Dy 4f multipoles immediately accounts for the a
sence of anE2 signal in panel~b!, and it also accounts for its
absence in panel~d! on noting that the signal here is actual
purely unrotated (s8s) since the rotated (p8s) signal is
negligible atC545. Hereby, we take the parameterp51,
and determine the parameterr 8, of which values are shown
in Table I. The parameterr 8 is almost constant for eac
reflection indicating that data in theE2 rotated channel are in
total agreement with the predicted behavior sin2u cos4u,
which follows on taking account of the foregoing relatio
between the Dy 4f quadrupole and hexadecapole.@Putting
p51 gives a term cos2u in Eq. ~3.10!#.

Finally, we conclude that~i! the resonant enhancement
7.780 keV is reasonably attributed toE2 transition,~ii ! the
azimuthal dependence shows the ordered state of the q
rupole and hexadecapole moments of the 4f valence shell,
and~iii ! the signals in the unrotated channel (s8s) cancel at
the E2 transition energy due to a relation between Dyf
quadrupole and hexadecapole moments (Im$3A2^T2

(2)&
2A11̂ T2

(4)&%;0).
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VII. DISCUSSION OF Dy 4 f PROPERTIES

We will look at the conclusion, drawn from an analysis
data in theE2 channel, that contributions from the Dy 4f
quadrupole and hexadecapole cancel out, which imp
^T2

(4)&9;3(2/11)1/2^T2
(2)&9. Taken together with other inde

pendent experimental results the conclusion enables u
make some headway in finding a description of the low
ergy states of the Dy ion.

Neutron spectroscopy performed on a sample with
diluted by Y shows that the Dy crystal potential has states
approximately 17 K and 48 K;2TQ above the ground
state.23 This observation adds weight to the conjecture
Yamauchiet al.12, based on data for the specific heat, th
just two levels are essential in determining structural a
magnetic properties, namely, the ground and first exc
states. Such an energy level scheme immediately acco
for entropyR ln 2 released atTQ andTC in data reported in
Ref. 12.

Let the Dy ground state be spanned by the stateuC& and
its Kramers conjugateuC̄&, derived fromuC& by application
of the time-reversal operator. The sixteen eigenstates oJz
are labeleduM &, and the axis of quantization is parallel to th
crystal c axis and the axis of 2/m. We will show that in
looking for a minimal model of Dy a suitable choice foruC&
is,

uC&5 isinu sinwuM &1cosuuM22&1 isinu coswuM24&,
~7.1!

whereu andf are mixing angles. The linear combination
uM & respects the Dy site symmetry and the relative pha
make ^CuT2

(K)uC&5^C̄uT2
(K)uC̄& purely imaginary. By the

construction ofuC̄& from uC& one haŝ CuT2
(K)uC̄&50. The

states associated with the first excited level, about 17
above the ground state, areuC2& and uC̄2& and,

uC2&5cosu sinwuM &1 i sinuuM22&1cosu coswuM24&.
~7.2!

We have ^CuC2&50 and ^CuT2
(K)uC&52^C2uT2

(K)uC2&.
Requiring^CuT2

(K)uC2&50 places one condition on the tw
mixing angles, and withK52, uC& anduC2& span a space in
which the quadrupoleQxy behaves like an Ising spin~1/2!
variable. The result̂T2

(4)&;3(2/11)1/2^T2
(2)& can be used as a

second condition on the mixing angles, in which case
angles are completely determined.

Additional input to the model of Dy is gained from look
ing at the saturation magnet momentm0 developed in the
ground stateuG&, which is a linear combination ofuC& and
uC̄&. Since^CuJzuC̄&50 and^CuJzuC&52^C̄uJzuC̄& one
has^GuJzuG&50. Thus, the moment is confined to the bas
plane and subtends an angle tan21$^GuJyuG&/^GuJxuG&%
with respect to thex axis, while

m05 4
3 $^GuJxuG&21^GuJyuG&2%1/2. ~7.3!

With
7-9
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uG&5
1

A2
$eiduC&1uC̄&%, ~7.4!

it follows that,

^GuJauG&5Re$e2 id^CuJauC̄&%. ~7.5!

Requiring^CuJauC̄& to be different from zero limits choice
for M. Experimental results form0 lie between 7.1 and 8.8
~Yamauchiet al.12! and the canting angle;23°, and these
two bits of information are consistent with the choiceM
55/2.

By using values of the reduced matrix elements ofTq
(K)

for anE2 event at the DyL III absorption edge one finds, fo
M55/2, that the result̂ T2

(4)&;3(2/11)1/2^T2
(2)& yields for

the mixing anglew the result tanw;20.9.24 Secondly, plac-
ing on T2

(2) the requirement^CuT2
(2)uC2&50 leads to

tan2u tanw524/A15. These results for the mixing angle
are consistent with the observed Dy magnetic moment
the finding adds credence to our minimal model of Dy pro
erties.

VIII. CONCLUSION

X-ray diffraction data gathered at reflections forbidden
the room temperature crystal structure demonstrates tha
structural phase transition atTQ524.7 K can be modeled by
a change toP42 /mnm from P4/mbmand a reduction in the
Dy site symmetry to 2/m from 4/m. The distorted structure
can support an ordered array of time-even Dy multipoles
transform according to theAg representation of 2/m. Specifi-
cally, the Dy quadrupoleŝQab& that order arê Qxy& and
^Qxx2Qyy& where the Cartesian axesx andy lie in the plane
a,

K

A

tt.

.
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normal to the crystalc axis and the axis of two-fold rotation
symmetry in 2/m.

Direct evidence of the spatial ordering of Dy 4f quadru-
pole and hexadecapole moments in DyB2C2 is shown by a
detailed analysis of the data of azimuthal angle scans m
sured at two resonant energies (E1 andE2 resonance! at the
Dy L III absorption edge.

Information obtained in electric dipole (E1) and electric
quadrupole (E2) channels of scattering at the DyL III absorp-
tion edge can be combined with specific-heat data, inela
neutron scattering data on Dy crystal-potential energy lev
and the established magnetic structure that develops be
TC

The synthesis of the data is an immediately plausi
model of the Dy low-energy states, in whichQxy and the
magnetic moment operator behave at successive phase
sitions like Ising spin1

2 variables. In the model, magneti
moments lie in thex2y plane. The calculated saturatio
magnetic moment and canting angle are consistent with
servations.
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